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Details of Visit:

Author: samwhite111
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 7 Oct 2013 18:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Crystals Of Islington
Website: http://www.crystalgirls.co.uk

The Premises:

Discreet entrance just off Upper Street, buzzed in to an upstairs flat with two bedrooms. A friendly
receptionist meets you and then shows you through to the available girls. The bedroom is clean,
neat and lowlit, bathroom and shower is available. It's been a while since I visited crystal's, but little
seems to have changed.

The Lady:

Breanna (spelling?) is a gorgeous young Spanish girl with a pretty innocent-looking face, with dark
brown hair and big brown eyes. I'd guess about 5,4, petite, with an incredible body. Slim waist
coming out at the hips, a great arse, and absolutely perfect breasts. I don't use that word lightly,
they are perfect.

The Story:

She was incredible. If that's all you need to know, then be left in no doubt, this woman was fucking
incredible. Chatty and friendly to begin, she climbed on top of me and started kissing and licking my
neck and ear. Then she started with the OWO, taking time to compliment me on the size of my
cock. Five seconds later she was deepthroating me, and I mean actually taking it down till she was
almost gagging on it, before dribbling all over it as she told me of her love for sloppy blowjobs. I
could only agree. One of the best blowjobs I've had in a long time followed, including some ball-
licking and allowing me to throatfuck her as well (she's wonderfully submissive if you like that). We
moved on to sex, which went from 0-60 in about 2 seconds. Various positions followed, from
missionary, reverse cowgirl, her on top, and me taking her from behind while pulling her hair and
spanking her gorgeous little bum. Various interludes included some light fingering of that gorgeous
arse as well. I'm not sure if she offers a-levels, but when I go back I'll be sure to find out. I finished
over her breasts and by this point was completely wiped out and covered in sweat. She cleaned up
and chatted with me, offered me a shower and then cuddled with me on the bed afterwards while
we chatted. I cannot recommend this girl highly enough, tonight was about as close to flawless as
it's possible to get. My only concern is that I'll fall for her too easily.
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